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We examined the effectiveness of the cover, copy, and compare drill and practice procedure to that of card practice on the correct and errors responses of write math facts. A with a middle school student with learning disabilities served as the participant. The cover, copy, and compare procedures did improve correct rate but produced only a small change in errors. The frequency of correct responses increased and errors declined and remained at 0.0 occurrences after flash card practice with another peer. We discussed the applicability of cover, copy, and compare procedure as well as flash card practice with middle school students.

DESCRIPTORS:

A solid foundation in math facts is a prerequisite to most employment in our globally competing world. Potential employers are interested and frequently hire employees with sound math skills. Sound math skills are built on a fluent mastery of math facts. Math is like an inverted pyramid of higher ordered skills. Building fluent math tool skills is a prerequisite for learning and mastering higher order math skills. Higher order math skills are sought and handsomely paid in today's competitive job market.

Learning multiplication facts is a basic part of the math curriculum. Students with learning disabilities often use counting strategies such as finger counting and using multiplication matrices, to solve basic mathematical problems (e.g. Lerner, 1999; Skinner, Turco, Beatty, & Rasavage, 1989). These strategies typically are fluency blockers in computing math problems. Fluency blockers can dramatically diminish the performance of mathematical functions and the requirements of many math related tasks (Skinner et al., 1989; Skinner & Schock, 1995).

Calculation skills is one predictor of school success (Lloyd, 1978; Haring, Lovitt, Eaton, & Hansen, 1978). For example, Lloyd (1978) found that poor academic performance, as early as the third grade, predicted later school failure and increased the risk of later dropping out of school. Building fluency (i.e. accuracy plus speed), math skills should improve the likelihood of a student's future academic and social success (Miller & Heward, 1992).

Immediately recalling of math facts is superior to using counting strategies, and allows students to respond with less effort and more skill across settings (Pieper, 1981). For example, many of the math skills need to be performed at a certain rate or speed in order to be functional (Heward, 1994; Johnson & Layng, 1994; McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996; Miller & Heward, 1992). The use of finer counting strategies may be acceptable for learning addition and subtraction, but are insufficient for multiplication and division and more complex problem types (Silbert, Carnine, & Stein, 1996). Further, individuals with deficiencies in math skills may also be excluded from certain vocational and career options (Skinner & Smith, 1992). In addition, automatically recalling basic number facts allows the student to devote more attention to more complex mathematical procedures (Binder, 1994; Johnson & Layng, 1994).

Two essential components of increasing fluency are a) providing many opportunities to respond, and b) immediate corrective feedback (Skinner et al., 1989). Practice and review has also been viewed as critical for the maintenance of skills over time (Silbert et al., 1996). The copy, cover, and compare procedures (Murphy, Hern, McLaughlin, & Williams, 1990) or cover, copy, and compare procedure (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996; Skinner et al., 1989; Skinner, Belfiore, & Pierce, 1992; Skinner, Turco, Beatty, & Rasavage, 1989) meets these criteria and has been successfully used to improve student performance in spelling (McLaughlin).
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Reiter, Mabee, & Byram, 1991; Noland, McLaughlin, & Sweeney, 1994; Pratt-Struthers, Bartalamay, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1989; Pratt-Struthers, Struthers, & Williams, 1983; Schermerhorn & McLaughlin, 1997; Struthers, Bartalamay, Bell, & McLaughlin, 1994), geography (Skinner et al., 1992) and mathematics (Bolich, Kavon, McLaughlin, Williams, & Urlacher 1995; Lee & Tingstrom, 1994; Ozaki, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1996; Skinner et al., 1989; Stading, Williams, & McLaughlin, in press). Effective teaching allows for individualization, frequent collection of data, and rapid and easy modification of procedures (Binder, 1994). Copy, cover, and compare procedures are highly adaptable, and typically produce impressive outcomes (McAuley & McLaughlin, 1992; McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996). One drawback that has been noted by teachers who have implemented the cover, copy, and compare student self-drill and practice procedure has been the tracking of which problems of works to add or remove from the procedure.

The purpose of this study was compare the use of cover copy, and compare to flash card drill to increase the correct rate and decrease errors to write math facts with a single middle school student with learning disabilities. In addition, a comparison between cover, copy, and compare and in class flash card drill was carried out.

METHOD

Participants and Setting

The participant of the study was a 15-year-old student enrolled in a self-contained special education math class, attended a medium sized middle school in the Pacific Northwest, matched the state and Federal definition for learning disabilities in math. The student was 3 years below grade level and he had been receiving a failing grade in math at the beginning of this research. All sessions took place in the students' special education classroom.

Dependent Variables and Measurement Procedures

The dependent variables were number of correct and error digits per minute. The first author used timed practice sheets to collect data for both digits correct and errors per minute. Data were collected from two to three times a week for approximately 10 to 15 minutes per session. A sample probe sheet that was used can be seen in Figure 1. Each probe sheet contained 135 movements and were composed of single digit multiplication problems consisting of problem sets of x 1 random.

Baseline. The student was provided with the practice sheets. The Baseline consisted of two one-minute timings on separate days to establish correct and error rate. Also, these timings provided the problem sets that would be used in the cover, copy, and compare procedure. In addition, the participants' tool rate for see to write digits was also taken.

Cover, copy, and compare. Cover, Copy, and Compare mandates, an academic stimulus, a response, an evaluation procedure, and an error correction procedure. In the present report, the student copied the problem and solution, covered the problem and answer, and wrote the problem and product from memory. The student completed this self-drill and practice procedure. After the student wrote the problem and its solution correctly for three consecutive trials, it was removed and another problem added. Since the error rate was so low, only three problems were kept for three consecutive data days. The student was timed for 1 minute on the appropriate probe sheet. At the end of the session, the student was timed on this appropriate practice sheet.

Flash card drill. During this phase the participant and a peer engaged in flash card drill prior to completing their 1-minute practice sheet in math (See Figure 1). Flash cards were made form 3" by 5" note cards with the problems on one side and the problem and solution on the other. After flash card drill the standard cover, copy, and compare procedure was used. Data were collected from the students practice sheets for three school weeks (six data days).

RESULTS

The overall outcomes can be seen in Chart 1. During baseline the participant wrote from 22 to 28 corrects (M = 25.0) with 0.0 errors per minute. The implementation of the cover, copy, and compare procedure correct rate per minute improved (M = 34.2; range 25 to 42). However, error rate per minute increased (M = 1 range 0 to 2). There was an increase in correct rate and a decrease in errors during flash card drill. See Chart 1. Overall, correct increased to an average of 41.8 per minute (range 27 to 50) with errors remained at 0.0 per minute.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study indicate that math facts can be increased for a student with learning disabilities by copy, cover, and compare and flash card drill. There were strengths and limitations in the present case report. A strength of the research
was the fact that an undergraduate student could implement, manage, and assess project. However, there were several limitations in the present case study. First, data were not able to be collected each day due to schedule conflicts between the first author and her university classes. Data collection could have been carried out over a longer period of time. A six week analysis with five data days in one condition (cover, copy, and compare) and six in the other (flash card drill) may not be long enough to allow the effects of either intervention to be evident. Also having data collection and practice each day allows for more feedback which has been shown to improve student performance in math (Skinner, Shapiro, Turco, Cole, & Brown, 1992) and in reading (McLaughlin, 1992). However, the use of a tool rate assessment allowed one to make the judgment that the participant did approximate his tool rate (43.25) on three data days during flash card drill. The use of either intervention did not require additional training of staff and could be employed with little disruption to the ongoing classroom routine.

To resolve the issue as to which is more effective, flash card drill or cover, copy, and compare, additional data will have to be gathered. An analysis where one of the three procedures (baseline, cover, copy, and compare, or flash card drill) are employed for one session and then withdrawn and another procedure employed would have yielded an alternating treatments design (Kazdin, 1982). This would have allowed for a more rigorous analysis. In the present analysis there was an increase correct rate during flash card drill as well as a reduction of errors to zero. But due to the short periods of time in this phase, caution is urged.
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